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Record-breaking
Lost in the vast car parking areas that litter the Frankfurt Motor Show site, motorsnorth editor
DAVID MORGAN and a colleague stumbled on an unlikely ‘show car’. Intrigued, he spent
nearly an hour examining the incomplete car before a German engineer wandered up and put
him out of his inquisitive misery. This was no ordinary car but a long-forgotten record-breaker

Y

OU didn’t have to spend
15 euros on a ticket
and walk miles through
endless halls visiting
nearly 60 car manufacturers
to see the best car to grace
the Frankfurt Motor Show
site – because it was parked
on a rusty trailer in a forgotten
corner of the trade car park.
I stumbled on what I initially
thought was an unremarkable
“kit car” by accident while
trying to find the entrance to
Halle 9 with a colleague. We
literally walked straight into it.
Strapped onto a rusty trailer
with a panel-less steel body
framework bolted onto a heavy
chassis was an odd-looking but
interestingly aerodynamic car
dating quite clearly from a time
before I was born – so, at least
six decades then!
Up front was what I
discovered was a 74-year-old
normally aspirated 1.9 litre
diesel engine developing
a modest 35bhp driving a
conventional four-speed
manual gearbox. The chassis
was supported on leaf rear
springs while the front sported
tubular wishbones.
It was an odd mix of sleek
as-yet unapplied aluminium

Top: The record-breaker
that time forgot! The
skeletal framework of
this important German
record-breaking car will
eventually be clothed in
aluminium panels.
Above: For now only
marker pen ‘instruments’
fill the Hanomag’s dash.
Right: Beautiful teardrop
rear end helped the
diesel car to 103mph in
1939.
Below: The 35bhp
Hanomag diesel is 74
years old.

bodywork, brass windscreen
surrounds and a basic twoseat cabin with non-existent
instruments “drawn” onto an
aluminium dash in marker
pen.
The rear cabin was enclosed
in what was clearly an
aerodynamic shape and the
entire ensemble stood on
ridiculously narrow steel disc
wheels.
But what was it?
I found a winged badge at
the back that said “Hanomag”
– a name I recognised from
Germany’s motor industry
past. The same name was
emblazoned on the engine

‘‘

My German friend
and his team
have spent nearly
100,000 euros
restoring the
shattered remains
of the car to its
current state

rocker cover – and then I
realised the running gear came
from a 1930s Hanomag Rekord
saloon. A rare beast.
Hanomag’s car production
was brief – and very
unsuccessful. They were best
known for building railway
locomotives, tractors, trucks
and military vehicles and gave
up cars in the late 1930s some
10 years after their first venture
into private motoring.
But before they reverted to
heavy machinery they had one
last try to make their mark in
the car world – and that was
what I found on the trailer. One
of a kind.
As I crawled over this
unlikely “showstopper” a
bearded German technical
type approached. He was
smiling. I guessed he and the
Hanomag were connected,
and that was confirmed when
he launched into a tirade of
technical German.
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German rarity steals the show
After I managed to explain
I was a Scot, he reverted to
what he thought was English
and told me he and a team
of enthusiasts had rescued
the remains of the Hanomag
that had been a world recordbreaker for diesel cars in the
dark days of 1939. Just seven
months before the outbreak of
World War Two it had achieved
165kmph (103.125mph).
It is in fact a world-class
car survivor – but remains
uncelebrated, even in its native
Germany.
My German friend and his
team have spent nearly 100,000
euros restoring the shattered
remains of the car to its current
running state – they need
another 70,000 euros to finish
the job.
They were at the show
to drum up interest in the
car park and hope to run it
complete with instruments
and aluminium bodywork next
year.
I hope they succeed. I made
a modest contribution and you
can do the same by emailing
them at h.dieter.goerg@tonline.de

The only known photograph
of the rare Hanomag diesel
record-breaking car in action.

UNBEATABLE FINANCE RATES
AND INCREDIBLE STYLE?

ANSWER AT HAND.

£99

60 MONTHS

SPARK 1.0 LS

THE 5-DOOR CITY CAR THAT’S FUN TO DRIVE

• 119g/km C02 - only £30 per year
road tax
• 5 door practicality with 3 door looks
• Fuel efﬁcient: up to 55.4mpg

£ 159

PER MONTH
£1,805 DEPOSIT

£7,745

60 MONTHS

PER MONTH
£3,655 DEPOSIT

£13,195

CRUZE 1.6 LS

THE FAMILY VEHICLE THAT’S VERSATILE
AND STRIKINGLY DIFFERENT

• Air conditioning
• Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
• 6 airbags

CORRIE MOTORS

52 Harbour Road Inverness IV1 1UF
01463 226000 www.chevroletinverness.co.uk
Vehicles shown feature metallic paint available at extra cost (Spark £425 and Cruze £445). Offer available until September 30th 2013. ^0% APR Representative. Finance subject to status. Terms and Conditions apply. Applicants must be 18 or over. Guarantee/Indemnity may be required. Finance supplied by either
Santander Consumer (UK) plc, RH1 1SR or GMAC PO BOX 6666. Cardiff, CF15 7YT. Offers available at participating Dealers only and not available in conjunction with any other offer. Offers may not apply to all Dealer stock. Prices correct at time of print. We can introduce you to a limited number of ﬁnance providers,
commission may be received.

Ofﬁcial Government Environment Data. Fuel consumption ﬁgures mpg (litres/100km) and CO2 emissions (g/km). Spark 1.0 LS 5dr : Urban - 42.8 (6.6), Extra Urban
- 67.3 (4.2), Combined - 55.4 (5.1), CO2 emissions 119 g/km. Cruze 1.6 LS Hatchback: Urban - 31.0 (9.1), Extra Urban - 53.3 (5.3), Combined - 42.8 (6.6), CO2 emissions
155 g/km. Ofﬁcial EU-regulated test data are provided for comparison purposes and actual performance will depend on driving style, road conditions and other nontechnical factors.

